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We descNbe the status of the G A L L E X solar neutrino ezperiment until

the end of June 1991. Since June 1990 31 desorptions with the full equipment

have been done. The results of the first e7 desor_tionJ are presented. We also

describe our low level proportional counters including the counting system.

I. Introduction

Since more than 20 years Ray Davis et.al,are measuring solarneutrinos

with the radiochemical chlorine detector in the Homestake mine. The mea- _.

su.red long-time averaged neutrino signal is 2.33 + 0.25 SNU 1 [Davis 1989]. f

The discrepancy to the predicted signal of 7.9 SNU from the standard solar

model (SSM) is called "solar neutrino problem" [Bahcall 1988]. Since the

chlorine detector is sensitive only to high energy neutrinos (> 0.8 MeV) the

observed deficiency is attributed mainly to SB neutrinos. Since 1987 the
Kamiokande-II collaboration is able to measure solar neutrinos. The detec-

tor whose detection threshold is 7.5 MeV is a Cerenkov light water detector.

This experiment is confirming the deficiency of SB neutrinos. The measured

signal is 0.46 :t= 0.05(stat) -'_ 0.06(syst) of the value predicted by the SSM

[Totsuka 1990J.

In the primary fusion reaction pp neutrinos are produced with a maximum

energy of 0.42 MeV . Both the chlorine- and the Kamiokande-II - exper-

iment have an energy threshold far above the maximum energy of these

pp-neutrinos.

The SB neutrino flux is a strong function of the temperature at the center of

the sun, therefore the predicted flux depends strongly on details of the solar

model. The disagreement between the predicted and the measured neutrino

signal may be due to :

- Neutrino physics : neutrino oscillations ; MSW - effect, implying mas-

sive neutrinos [Mikheyev 1985!

- Astrophysics : the standard solar model is not fully valid.

The pp neutrino flux is almost independent of the solar model, therefore the

detection of pp-neutrinos has in many cases the possibility to distinguish
between the two "solutions".

p

Two experiments have started to look for the pp neutrinos :

S A G E [Gavrin 1990}

G A L L E X -experiment [Kirsten 1990]

] 1 SNU = solar neutrino unit = 1 neutrino capture per 1038 target atoms
and second
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Both experiments are radiochemical gallium experiments. We describe here

the status of the G A L L E X - experiment.

2. The G A L L E X - experiment

The Gallium target consists of 30.3 tons of natural Gallium as GaC13 in a 2

molar acid solution. The experiment is based upon the reaction

71Ca( u, , e- ) 7 Ce.i

The threshold of 233 keV is well below the maximum energy of the pp neutri- i!

nos (420 keV). The total predicted neutrino signal according to the standard
t

solar model is 132 SNU [Bahcall 1988]. i
The pp- and pep - neutrinos from the primary fusion chain contribute 74
SNU. TXGedecays back to 71Ga by electron capture with a half-life of 1.1.43

days. The predicted 71Ge production rate is 1.18 atom/day (132 SNU). This
means that 14 71Ge atoms should be present in the target after 3 weeks of

exposure.

The experiment is placed at the Underground Laboratory at Gran Sasso,

Italy ( Laboratorio Nazionale del Gran Sasso ). The shielding of the labora-
tor)' is about 3500 meters of water equivalent.

The scheme of each solar neutrino run is as follows :

About 1 mg inactive germanium carrier is added into the target solution

at the end of the previous extraction.

The target solution is exposed to solar neutrinos for 3 weeks.

The carrier and the solar neutrino produced 71Ge atoms are extracted

into 1 liter of water as GeC14 by nitrogen purge.

- The GeC14 is converted into the gas Gell4 ( germane ).

- The germane is purified by gas chromatography

- The purified germane together with xenon is filled into a low-level pro-
portional counter.

- The 71Ge decays are counted (3 - 6 months ; at minimum 3 months

counting time are nessessary for the maximum likelihood analyses.

About 17 solar neutrino runs are done during one year.

3. tiGe - decay

ZlGe decays by electron capture to 71Ga. The half life is 11.43 days. The

decay energy is 233.2 keV.

The ratio between L/K - captures and L/M - captures axe :
L : K = 0.117 _+_+0,001
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M : L = 0.192 + 0.003

[Genz 1971 ;Neumann 1982]
From these ratios follows that in 87.7 % an electron from the K - shell is

captured, in 10.3 % art electron from the L - shell and in 2.0 % an electron
from the M - shell.

The gallium atom produced through the decay has a vacancy in the corre-
sponding shell and an excess electron in the N-shell, hence the Gallium atom :_

iis in an excited state. The excitation energy is approxfimately the binding

energy of the captured electron. The empty place of the inner shell will be

subsequently filled from higher shells.

The X-rays and/or Auger electrons which can be observed in the proportional _
counter are shown in Table 1. Whether the X.rays are absorbed in the

proportional counter or not depends on the counter geometry and on the ''
counting gas. In the case of the proportional counters ahd the counting gas
used in G A L L E X about 25°£ of the X-rays are absorbed (counting gas :

800 Torr Xe-Gell4(30%)).

The TlGe-decay is a "point event" inside the proportional counter, the signal

of the charge sensitive preamplifier has a fast rise. A backgroun d event,
caused by an ionisation track inside the proportional counter ( e.g. from a

Compton electron ) is an extended event and hence has a slow rise of the

signal. Therefore the risetime of the signal can be used to distinguish T1Ge
from background events.

probability captured sum energy energy of

[%] electron of"Auger electrons X-ray

[keV] [keV]

41.4 K 10.4 -

5.2 K 0.11 10.26

41.1 K 1.12,1.15 9.25,9.22
b

10.3 L 1.3 -

2.0 M 0.16 -
i

Table I " Energies of the Auger electrons and the X-rays .from the v_Ge decay.



4. Proportional counters

Starting from the experience with Davis - type proportional counters, 10

years ago we started in Heidelberg to develop new low-level proportional

counter types [Schneider 1984, Wink 1986, Wink 1988, Plaga 1989].

For all G A L L E X - runs performed so far our counter types HD-2(Fe) and

HD-2(Si) were used. Their characteristics are (see also Fig. 1):

- They are made from hyperpure Suprasil quartz.
j'

- The dimensions are standardized by using special quartz technology, f

- The volume is about 1 cm 3. _

- The volume efficiency of the HD-2(Fe) counters is > 90%, of the HD-

2(Si) counters > 85%. The volume efficiency is the ratio of the active

volume to the total volume filled with counting gas. V_Ge decays can !

be detected only in the active volume. The active volume is the volume

which is enclosed by the cathode. _:

- The counters have very low background (see below).

- The HD-2(Fe) cathode is an iron tube with a thickness of about 0.17

mm. The HD-2(Si) cathode is silicon tube, thickness about 0.5 mm.

- The anode and cathode wires are 13/.Lm tungsten wires. They are sealed

directly into the quartz.

- The capacity of the proportional counters is < 1 pF.

- At the moment 9 HD-2(Fe) - and 5 HD-2(Si) proportional counters with

low background are in use in the Gran Sasso.

- There is no systematic difference in the background of the HD-2(Fe)-

and of the HD-2(Si)-type proportional counters.

LOW- LEVEL I_I_OPOR'I'IOI,IAL-COUI,I]'ER ""
,_.

calhode wire 13pm W _oA

anodewire.....13pmW.,.,.,______L _ *"_'-'_sl°pc°ck gasinlel r.,,

plug
......... I"-'-'-_

Figure 1 " HD-_(Fe)- counter
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5. Counting system "GFL"

The proportionalcountersaxeplacedin copperboxes which alsocontain

the preamplifiersand an innerleadshield.The copperboxesarcplacedin
a low radioactiveleadf-dledsteeltank to shieldthe proportionalcounters

againstoutsidegamma rays(Figure2). The steeltankisequippedwith a
sealednitrogencirculationsystemtoavoid2_2Rninsidethesteeltank.222Rn

decayswitha half-lifeof3.8days.The daughtersoi"thisdecaywithhalf-lifcs

between164#sand 26.8mn contributetotheintegralbackgroundrateofthe

proportionalcounters(byup to a factorof10 inthefirstfewhoursafterthe

calibrationoi"theproportionalcounter).

The countingsystemisinstalledwithina Faradaycage.The electronicsis

CAMAC-based and controlledby a _VAX Computer. The CAMAC-crate
insidethe Faxaday-cageisconnectedto theousideCAMAC-crate viafiber

optics.The electronicschemeisshown inFigure3.
8 countingpositionsareavailableinthewellofa NaI(Tl)-pairspectrometer

(='activeside'),further24 countingpositionsarewithina low radioactive

coppershield(='passiveside'),attheoppositeend insidetheshieldingtank.
The NaI(TI)-pairspectrometercanbe usedasa coincidence/anticoincidence

unit to help to distinguish between SSGe, SgGe and 71Ge decays.

/ ,.'li ,.//-",_ .:/, ,-%_.

\,".l '=-,,, ,, ...... ,,_ _".-'.-..

Figure I_: Schematical drawin9 of the Jhieldinq tank. The copper bozen in the

left and the right include the proportional countera and the prearnplifiern. The

It ft part of the nhieldin9 tank we call 'active hide', because the porportional
countera are in the well of a Nai pair npectrorneter. The right part we call

'paJaive aide', here the proportional countern are inaide of an ultra low level

pa,_sive copper ahieldin 9.
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ft. Counter background

Table 2 summarizes counter background measurements done with the GFL

system irt Gran Sasso. Within statistics all counters have a similar back-

ground. The counting rate above 0.5 keV is typically 0.7 cpd (count per

day). inside the windows "L-fast" and "K-fast", where background events

can not be distinguished from 71..Ge decays, typcal counting rates are '. 0.05

cpd (L-window) and 0.02 cpd (K-window). The windows are defined by an
energy cut of 2 x FWHM and a 95% acceptance risetime cut. All counters

were filled with our standarrl counting gas Xe-Gell4(30%). Our low back-

ground allows to measure 90 SNU in a four year experiment with a precision
of 8%.

The background measurements were done on the passive side of the shielding

tank. The counting rates on the passive side are a factor 2-3 lower than on

the active side (no energy and risetime cut). This is due to the photomul-
tipliers of the Nai, which despite careful selection still have a residual 4°K
contamination.

The different samples with which the counters were filled, do not increase the
background. The different enriched Germanium isotopes are used as carriers

in the G A L L E X runs to monitor the desorption efficiency for each single i_

run, by measuring the isotopic composition of the desorbed germane by mass
spectroscopy (this is done at KfK). Up to the present natural Ge,V2Ge, 74Ge
and 76Ge were used. The counter #103 was filled with natural Gell4, which

was bought from a company. For all blank-runs the Gell4 was synthezised

in our germane synthesis line at Gran Sasso. These blanks were done to

demonstrate that our germane synthesis line and all used chemicals are not

increasing our background. In the blank of counter # 99 in addition also the

desorption columns were included. These background measurements show

clearly that the added background from the equipment used at Gran Sasso
to the normal counter background is completely negligible. The counter

background in the L- and K-window together is 0.07cpd. This value is low
compared with the expected signal from the sun at the beginning of the

counting (about 0.5 cpd for 132 SNU).



Number of events

counter sample counting E>0.5 keV L peak K peak

# time ali fast ali fast

[days}

103 tank Gell4 74.3 37 6 3 5 1

113 nat. Ge 115.8 48 10 3 5 2 i_, ,
i

106 72-Ge 50.7 55 11 5 8 3

110 74-Ge 132.6 74 15 9 8 0

114 76-Ge 53.3 47 I0 3 3 2

99' blank 67.6 65 13 7 6 3

107 blank 67.3 53 8 1 5 1

102 blank 34.8 16 3 2 3 0

112 blank 43.0 34 6 2 0 0 il_

Sum 639.4 429 82 35 43 12
,

Table 2 : Summary of background measurements.

7. B-tank desorptions

kll desorptions which were done are called B-tank desorptions (= B-runs),
because the target solution Is inside tank B. We have two tanks which are
called A-tank and B-tank. One tank is filled with the target solution, the

other one is a spare tank. The spare tank is for safety reasons, so that in

case of emergency we can pump our target solution into the spare tank.

Since June 1990 31 desorptions have been done. The characteristics of the

first 27 runs are given in Table 3. These 27 runs were done in order to purify

the target solution from residuals of cosmic ray produced 8sGe. ss Ge decays
via electron-capture to 8SGa. There_,_re a single 6SGe - decay is not distin-

guishable from a 7aGe - decay. There are, however, two marked differences
between TIGe - and 6SCe - decays. The half-life of 8SGe is 288 days (71Ge :

11.43 days), and 8sCa ( the daughter of the 8SCe - decay ) decays mainly

(90%) by positron emission to 6SZn with a half-llfe of 68 mn. Therefore,

6SCe can be distinguished from 71Ge by analyzing the time distribution of
the counting rate and by looking for the delayed coincidence of the BSGa

9
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- decay. The typical BSGe - decay is a fast L- or K- event in the propor-
tional counter followed by a delayed slow event in the proportional co,unter

together with an 511 keV X-ray in the Nai from the beta plus annihilation.

The counting results from runs B1 . B27 can be explained as due to 8_Ge ,

decays ( plus delayed decays from 88Ga ) and normal counter background.
i For the calculation of the number of extracted 88Ge atoms the desorption

! efficiency was set to 1 for all runs. Memory effects from the known incomplete
desorption during the previous run are not taken into account. 0.66 was taken
as mean counting efficiency (L + K window).
The results from the runs B1 - B27 are the following (see also Table 3 and

Figure 4) '.
- the number of extracted SSGe - atoms is proportional to the exposure

time, if the temperature of the target solution is constant. This is not i

strictly true for short runs, e.g. B9, Bl0, Bl5 and B25. Short runs are '_
t

affected by memory effects from the previous run.

- a change of the temperature of the GaC13 solution has a dramatical
effect on the number of extracted _SGe - atoms. ( see e.g. B14 ).

- the typica_ magnitude for extracted _SGe - atoms is 100 per day standing

time. This corresponds to a typical counting rate in the L- and K-
window ( 2 x FWHM in Energy ; 95% risetime cut ) of 3-4 counts per

day, in a 3 week run. The counting rate expected from solar neutrinos

(132 SNU) at the beginning of counting is about 0.5 count per day.
Consequently, the background from _SGe - deca, completely dominates

the signal.

10



B-run Exposuretime Averaged Fraction of counting rate in t

# [days] temperature germane which L and K window {2]

of GaCI3 was counted (cpd]

solution

[°c]
, ,, ,,, ,, ,,

1 - 17 not counted

2 5,2 17 0,092 0,27 4.- 0,05

3 22.9 17 0,580 3,03 4- 0.20

4 33,5 17 0,759 1,81 ± 0,29 I

5 8,4 17 not counted i

6 4,0 17 . not counted
i

7 2.9 18 - not counted I

8 3,6 18 - not counted ! ,
9 1.0 18 0,800 0,35 "4-0,09

10 2.0 18 0.729 0,62 ± 0.12 ",
,t

11 7,0 18 0,864 1,00 : 0,17

12 14.0 20 0,774 1,50 4- 0,21

13 20.0 22 0,669 3.25 _ 0,37 ,_I

14 20,5 22-31 0.720 697,2 2= 7,0

15 7,5 32 0.752 57.7 ___2.3

16 1,0 32 0,759 4,65 -- 0,66

17 7.2 32 not counted

18 3,6 34 0.739 2,33 _ 0,28

19 6,5 36 0,898 4,33 4- 0,31

20 8.0 36 0,868 4.02 4- 0.27

21 22,0 36 0,894 5.59 -b 0.35

22 21,0 36 0,882 4.11 _ 0,29

23 21.0 38 0,898 4.49 4- 0,30

24 20.6 40 0.888 4.31 4- 0.27

25 1.0 40 0,865 0.49 4- 0.10

26 28.0 42 0,860 3.29 4- 0,26

27 11.6 42-33 0,932 1,57 4- 0.20
,, , ,,,

Table ,? : Characteri_tic_ of runJ B1 . B27

12! preliminary, final evaluation still pending
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Midway of the B27 exposure time the heating of the target solution was

stopped. Cooling down to room temperature was completed during the run

B28. B29 was the first postheating run again at room temperature. Since

run B29 we are taking data from the sun,

;:_ C30L

Ia, " OOWN

_ COLO RUNS J NO1"RUNS j __ 103
"" C; 18 -_

_ 2 .-+--

" 102 _'-['i :_ :_ "_"

F "
i01 .........................................

t

50 tOO 150 290 250 300 350
T_rnefncJaysslnceJuneI,1990

Figure ,] : Results of counting of BI_.BI_7. From the counting rate of the
L. and K.window the number of extracted 8SGe - atoms per day standing

time was calculated by subtracting typical counter background and taking ali

efficiencies described in the tezt into account. The vertical error bars indicate

the 1¢ error (star. and syst.). The horizontal bars are proportional to the

standing time of the run (= time between end of the desorption of the previou_
run and end of the desorption of the current run). The dashed horizontal

line in the lower part of the figure corresponds to a release rate, where the

background from _8Ge is the same as the expected signal from the Sun (I3_

SNU).

8. Some remarks concerning the 68-Ge problem

Radiochemical detectors require a well known desorption efficiency. The

average desorption efficieny for the G A L L E X - detector is 100.6 % ±

4.6 %, monitored with inactive germanium carrier isotopes. The number of

cosmic ray produced 8aGe - atoms in the target solution was of the order of
2 × 10r atoms, therefore they should have been desorbed after 3 - 4 runs.
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Obviously this was not the case. A small fraction of all cosmic ray produced

6SGe - atoms exists in a non volatile form inside the target solution. Orfly

germanium atoms which are in a volatile form inside the target solution can
i

be desorbed. A model of the 6SGe - release from our target solution and the

chemical background is discussed by Plaga [1991].

It is very important to show that the desorption efficiency for solar neutrino
produced 7aGe is the same as for the inactive germanium carrier, which is

used to monitor the desorption. This will be hopefully demonstrated with

an artifical SlCr neutrino-source [CHbier 1988] in 1993. _'i'
P
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